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About us
IMCO Alloys is an international
company with over 2 decades in
research and development. Over the
years, we have studied the pattern of
changing soil quality in thermal plants
in India, and with it, the reducing life of
mill internals, and associated
difficulties. In order to overcome the
same, we have developed, Ceramic
Embeded Fibrizer Hammer tips that
offer maxium wear and abrassion
resistance.

IMCO ZuperCera
Past solutions for innovations in hammer
tips have failed to give an advantage to
the customer in terms of higher
productivity, and cost per running hour.

IMCO SOLUTION :
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Our solution the ZuperCera block
consisting of Embedded Ceramics
particles is truly revolutionary and has
proven to provide the customer with
unmatched wear resistance properties.

Revolutionary IMCO ZuperCera Blocks

Visible Ceramic Particles

Our company has made great metallurgical
advancements by developing the ZuperCera
Block.

DSIR CERTIFIED
Continuous Research & Development forms the
backbone of our company. IMCO Alloys is proud to
be one of the few DSIR certified companies in the
country.
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A true invention of an extremely strong abrasion
resistant composite consisting of complex
ceramic composites in a metallic matrix duly
sintered cast and metallurgically bonded to a
mild steel backing plate. These carbides have a
minimum hardness of 1250 - 1500 Hv.

IMCO ZuperCera
ADVANTAGES AT A GLANCE
1 .Low Co-efficient of friction

ZuperCera Embeded

2. Packed & Uniform Distribution of superior Hexagonal
primary carbides
3. Hexagonal carbides offering unsurpassed wear
resistance

6. Max Wear Resistance irrespective of direction of flow of
abrasive particles.
7. Superior edge retention and sharpness
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4. Consistent Hardness & Micro-structure across thickness
results in consistent & unmatched wear rates

IMCO ZuperCera
Cutting Edge of
Design
Network
Our distribution and supply network extends to
sugar industry all over India and abroad through
our highly professional team of engineers
working round the clock for your satisfaction &
customer services through our chain of
authorized stockiest servicing extensively to the
need of the customer from product, design,
production, supply after sales back up into our
customer hand.
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If a standard block does not exist
off the shelf to suit your particular
application, we will design and
manufacture to your requirement.
Our manufacturing facility
operates a fully accredited quality
system. Our strict quality control
is guaranteed by our top
engineers, which operates on
continuous research &
development to provide our
customer a global product

Reach us at
Website
www.imcoalloys.com

Email

Contact & Address
IMCO Alloys Pvt. Ltd.129,Damji
Shamji Industrial Estate,L.B.S Marg,
Vikhroli (W)Mumbai- 400079
+91- 7208406533
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Prajakta Polekar ( Marketing
Engineer )

